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Sample Staff Biographies 
At tmg hypermedia we have some of the leading edge technical and design 
expertise that can be found.  Below are some short biographies of our staff to 
help illustrate this point. 

 

Name: Andy Birchall     Position: Senior Developer 

Skills: Database design and implementation (SQL 7/2000), Code development 
and integration (Cold Fusion 4.5), JavaScript and other programming languages. 

Achievement: Published article in Cold Fusion Developers Journal. 

After qualifying as a management accountant, Andy joined MediaTel ltd as 
company accountant / programmer.  During the 3 years spent at MediaTel Andy 
acquired an in-depth knowledge of Cold Fusion and SQL Server, plus JavaScript 
and HTML.  

At tmg, Andy has led the development of 10 projects.  This includes work with 
some of our most prestigious accounts, such as Kimberley Clark.   

 

Name: Nick Dunn     Position: Senior Designer 

Skills: Flash, Dhtml and Html. 

Achievement: Exhibited at the ICA and the Musee de Art de Moderne in Paris. 

Nick has a degree in Fine Art.  He has had several successful exhibitions in 
Reading and London and even sold work in Germany.  Nick has been applying 
his design skills to the Internet since 1996. 

At TMG Nick is senior designer heading the design team.  His specialities include 
the use of Flash and Dhtml. 

 

Name: Susanne Dickel    Position: Usability Consultant 

Skills: User interface design; Usability engineering, standards and guidelines. 

Achievement: First class degree in Information Management. 

Susanne is from Cologne, Germany.  There, Susanne worked for 4 years as 
project manager for a design consulting office run by two of the most influential 
German design theorists (Uta Brandes and Michael Erlhoff).   

In 1996 Susanne came to London where she achieved a First class degree in 
Information Management at Thames Valley University (and worked as a 
translator!).  Susanne’s specialism was interface and usability issues. 

Susanne is a member of the British HCI (Human Computer Interaction) Group, 
SIG-CHI (Special Interest Group – Computer Human Interaction), and the UPA 
(Usability Professionals Association).  At tmg, she has been ensuring the user 
friendly-ness of our websites since 1999. 


